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AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

November 16 , 1979

Mr. Eric P.

6450 Cecil
St. Louis,

Newman
Avenue
MO 63105

CONSULTANT'S REQUEST

Coin Number

Enclosed are

Owner’s Value

the following coins for your opinions

Comments Consultant's Opinion

E-0212-D $ 250.00

E-0219-D 5,950.00

E-1323-D 3,000.00
1 ff3 LS$

Total Value $ 9,200.00

Check enclosed for return postage-

Sincerely

,

-$

ANACS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105

December 10, 1979

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

I need a 8 x 10 enlargement of each side of the following

two coins.

E-0219-D - $20 1853 U. S. Assay Offitne

E-1323-D - $20 1853 U. S. Assay Office.

This is very important. Thanks.

Best greetings for the Season.

Sincerely,

Eric P. Newman



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105

January 3, 1980

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

E-1323-D is a United States Assay office $20 1853. Weight

31.604 grams. This piece has definitely been polished and ground.

I have never before seen a die break extending from the edge, to the

second S of STATES, to the S of the ribbon containing 900 TH0US. This

die break must have been near the end of the life of the obverse die

if it is a genuine die break. Otherwise it could be at the end of the

life of a false die. If it is genuine the common reverse die break

down from SS through the letters on the right side of the panel has been

ground away. If it is false this was ground away on the false hub or

die. It is very clear that the raised lump to the right of the upright

of the T of UNITED has been ground away on this coin as this lump is

clear in every genuine coin from this die. The grinding is obvious as

the coin shows working in that area. Above the second T in TWENTY is a

depression which looks artificial and is not an accident to the coin.

The edge has the proper amount of reeds which false pieces I have seen

do not. The troughs between the edge ridges do not extend completely to

each end as they usually do. If you examine the edge on the other piece

you will note the difference. Yet genuine ones sometimes have this same

insufficiency of trough length. The surface of the coin has been jet honed

or otherwise whizzed. The most devastating evidence is that certain false

coins of this variety also are missing the reverse die breaks. The polishing

job is superb. Our opinion is that it has been deliberately altered to such

an extent that we cannot tell whether it is genuine or false. It shows very

little wear and, since the original dies, false hubs and transfer dies have

been extant in modern times, it is perfectly possible that this coin could

have been made from them.

There seems to be little basis as to ask the source of this coin

as it must have changed hands many times.

Our opinion is that we are not positive whether this is genuine
or false, but we do know it has been extensively tampered with.

Ajt'&Zr-C* - £ /<>

/ • JLLl t 7.7S

jah

Enel.

* The ocher coin referred to it 1-0219-4). -O
** Where the obverse perimeter end the edge meet on Jdx£e=*ssrZn there he* been e

diagonal beveling produced by buffing or polishing ell erouad the periawter
of this coin as part of its alteration.



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6^50 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105

January 3, 1980

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

E-1323-D is a United States Assay office $20 1853. Weight
31.604 grains. This piece has definitely been polished and ground.

I have never before seen a die break extending from the edge, to the

second S of STATES, to the S of the ribbon containing 900 THDUS. This
die break must have been near the end of the life of the obverse die
if it is a genuine die break. Otherwise it could be at the end of the
life of a false die. If it is genuine the common reverse die break
down from SS through the letters on the right side of the panel has been
ground away. If it is false this was ground away on the false hub or

die. It is very clear that the raised lump to the right of the upright
of the T of UNITED has been ground away on this coin as this lump is

clear in every genuine coin from this die. The grinding is obvious as

the coin shows working in that area. Above the second T in TWENTY is a

depression which looks artificial and is not an accident to the coin.
The edge has the proper amount of reeds which false pieces I have seen
do not. The troughs between the edge ridges do not extend completely to
each end as they usually do. If you examine the edge on the other piece
you will note the difference. Yet genuine ones sometimes have this same
insufficiency of trough length. The surface of the coin has been jet honed
or otherwise whizzed. The most devastating evidence is that certain false
coins of this variety also are missing the reverse die breaks. The polishing
job is superb. Our opinion is that it has been deliberately altered to such
an extent that we cannot tell whether it is genuine or false. It shows very
little wear and, since the original dies, false hubs and transfer dies have
been extant in modern times, it is perfectly possible that this coin could
have been made from them.

There seems to be little basis as to ask the source of this coin
as it must have changed hands many times.

Our opinion is that we are not positive whether this is genuine
or false, but we do know it has been extensively tampered with.

jah

Enel.











ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105

January 3, 1980

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

E-3059-D - This 1722 Rosa Americana 2 Pence shows copper plating

is flaking off opposite the 2 on the edge and white casting metal is

exposed. A similar exposure is above the stop after the date and

another above the SA of ROSA. All of the pitting on the coin is cast

rather than an accident to the coin itself. The specific gravity is

too low at 7.85, although these pieces vary. The color should be more

brassy. The piece is false.

Sincerely

Eric P. Newman

jah

Enel

.

\ ,



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105

January 4, 1980

ANACS
818 North Cascade

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

E-8829-C is a small Pina Tree Shilling with vary heavy die

hreaks Weight 4.58 grams, sp. gr. 10.29. The coin is Noe 16. The

die b«ak Sim the rolette through the tree, through the inner circle

and into the I of IN is broad and heavy, being the maximum break

"Hr —lered. The break is much more extensive than let No

7 in the Stack sale of December 7, 1979. This coin has some very bad

characteristics and may be a cast, but we cannot prove it. Its edge

his Hen definitely worked and smoothed. There is concaving in the

edee opposite M and this might have been a casting port. The di

rtl sHflH 111 seems recently applied as it is soft, loose and gummy.

The color of the lumpy field is very uniform and the raised porti

have a lighter uniform color, thereby seeming somewhat unnatural.

ThereHsa circular trench above NG on the reverse parallel to the cir-

cumference and this may have resulted from the edge being tooled an

slightly folded over in the course of such tooling.

We sincerely believe that the submitter should be requested

to furnish the provenance on this coin as far back as the owner can.

The coin was originally valued at $12,000 showing that the submitter

could be inexperienced. I believe in a situation of th
^

nature there

is nothing wrong with asking for the cost, the source, the date of

acquisition, the right of return, the invoices, if any, etc., from

anyone involved in the last few years.

I wish I could give an equivocal opinion based upon the com

itself, as it is unusual to ask such questions as I am.

Let me hear from you.

jah



£

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

January 16, 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

CONSULTANT '

S

REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Coin Number Owner's Value Comments Consultant's Opinion

E-3127-D

$

125.00 SG 8.87

Total Value $ 125.00

Check enclosed for return postage --$ 3.
^

Sincerely,

1/
Ingrid K. Smith
ANACS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil A.venue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105

February 18, 1980

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

The following coins are returned herewith:

E-3627-D U.S.A. Bar Cent. 5.241 gms. Sp. gr. 8.86.

This unworn piece has a diameter of 26 mm, whereas genuine pieces
have a 25 mm diameter. This has a raised thin band around the
circumference on both sides which indicates use of a collar and

no collar was used in striking genuine pieces. The crossbar of

A is weak and does not rise on its left end. Top of serif on
upper end of S is flat instead of pointed. Bottom of serif on
lower end of S is horizontal instead of sloping to the left.

Left side of serif on lower end of S is vertical instead of sloping
gently up to the left. The forked end on the second bar on the
reverse is not present. The center bar ends opposite the space
between two dentils on one end instead of opposite one dentil on
each end. The piece has a depression in the field above the right
serif of the left leg of A. In our opinion this is an extremely
dangerous forgery which we have not previously seen.

E-4345-D 1792 Half Disme. 1.230 grams. Silver. Heavily worn, particularly
on reverse. Diagonal edge reeding nice. Genuine.

E-3127-D Fugio Cent 9.937 grams. 8.87 sp. gr. Planchet defects. Substantial
wear. This is copper. It is not brass. Genuine although the
edge split looks like those on an electrotype.

E-0219-D $20 1853 U.S. 900 fine. 33.350 grams. Reverse die break. Very
fine plus with some brilliant surface parts. Normal number of
edge reeds. Genuine.

E-1755-D $50
and

Humb ert 1851. 84.39 grams. 17.62 sp. gr.
battered. Edge reeding complete and natural

S/ncerely

,

1/U
Eric /S/' Nfewman

Heavily worn and

. Genuine

.

jah
Ends.
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AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

December 19, 1979

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

Coin Number

E-1755-D

CONSULTANT’S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Owner's Value

$ 2 , 000.00

Comments

4^0 Wsf
Consultant '

s

Opinion

/7> ^ 5^-'

S
I

Total Value $ 2,000.00

Check enclosed for return postage

Sincerely,

Ingrid K. Smith
ANACS

-»



AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

March 28, 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

CONSULTANT’S REQUEST

Coin Number

Enclosed are the

Owner's Value

following coins for your opinions

Comments Consultant's Opinion

E-5201-D ^ No Value Believe Genuine

E-6562-D 300.00

E-7065-D 500. 00 Looks Good cL-j L'—J

E-7216-D 25,000.00 Looks Good, low gold content, $f

0

E-7364-D 1,1000.00

Total Value $ 26,900.00

Check enclosed for return postage

Sincerely,

Ingrid K. Smith
ANACS



AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

April 4, 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

CONSULTANT'S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Coin Number Owner's Value Comments Consultant's Opinion

$

E-7452-D 5,000.00

E- 7668 -D 200.00

rt. . cjlE

(\JQ-Q. U 0

j:.ird&A2.z_~:

Total Value $ 5,200.00

Check enclosed for return postage —

$



4/28/80

SPECIAL BULLETIN TO ANACS

E-3627-D Bar Cent forgery. Please record that this identical coin was

submitted as E-8253 in 1977. Who submitted it and if it was

sold it should be looked into.

E-8253-A Bar Cent forgery. Please record that this identical coin was

submitted as E-3627-D in 1980. Who submitted it and where

did he get it? This is very serious and could be a violation

by an A.N.A. member.

I just noticed the foregoing.

ERIC P. NEWMAN
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105

REGISTERED MAIL May 5, 1980

ANACS
818 North

3 0

A ¥ t
3

Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

The following coins are returned herewith.

E-7216-D $10 Mormon Gold 1849. Sp. gr. 12.94. Wt . 11.170 grams.

Casting holes throughout. Letters weak. Buffed and polished

heavily. Specific gravity too low. A crude cast forgery.

E-6562-D 1652 Small Pine Tree Shilling. 9.90 sp. gr. Wt. 4.026 grams.

Noe 29. Off center and heavily worn. Genuine.

E-7065-D 1652 Large Planchet Pine Tree Shilling Noe 10 clipped to steal

silver eliminating most of area beyond the inner circles.

Weighs only 2.87 grams. Probably clipped during its circulation

Genuine but abused

.

E-7668-D 1652 Small Pine Tree Shilling Noe 20. Wt . 4.573 Sp. gr. 10.198.

Genuine

.

E-5201-D 1849 $5 Mormon. Sp. gr. 17.87. Wt. 7.23 grams. Natural yellow

color. Xf. Genuine.

E-7452-D 1776 Continental Dollar Variety 2-C with CURRENCY. Wt. 16.38

grams. Sp. gr. 7.543. This coin has a nice edge and a typical

reflective surface. It has raised blotches in the WE ARE ONE

area and around the second A of AMERICAN. The circumference

of the outside ring around GEORGIA has dipped in over the R due

to metal sticking to the die while hot. Genuine.

E-7364-D Bar Cent 5.441 grams. 8.67 sp. gr. The specific gravity is

low. This coin shows no trace of the leg of A crossing over

the S. The right side of the top of the left serif of S touches

the U above. Both of these defects could be caused by wear.

The reverse die break is present. I see nothing else suspicious

jah
Ends

.

I must therefore call it genuine.

^--'Slspcerely

,

Eric P. Newman
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63205

REGISTERED MAIL May 5, 1980

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

The following coins are returned herewith.

E-7216-D $10 Mormon Gold 1849. Sp. gr. 12.94. Wt. 11.170 grams.

.

Casting holes throughout. Letters weak. Buffed and polished

heavily. Specific gravity too low. A crude cast forgery.

E-6562-D 1652 Small Pine Tree Shilling. 9.90 sp. gr. Wt . 4.026 grams.

Noe 29. Off center and heavily worn. Genuine.

E-7065-D 1652 Large Planchet Pine Tree Shilling Noe 10 clipped to steal

silver eliminating most of area beyond the inner circles.

Weighs only 2.87 grams. Probably clipped during its circulation.

Genuine but abused

.

E-7668-D 1652 Small Pine Tree Shilling Noe 20. Wt. 4.573 Sp. gr. 10.198.

Genuine

.

E-5201-D 1849 $5 Mormon. Sp. gr. 17.87. Wt. 7.23 grams. Natural yellow

color. Xf. Genuine.

E-7452-D 1776 Continental Dollar Variety 2-C with CURRENCY. Wt. 16.38

grams. Sp. gr. 7.543. This coin has a nice edge and a typical

reflective surface. It has raised blotches in the WE ARE ONE

area and around the second A of AMERICAN. The circumference

of the outside ring around GEORGIA has dipped in over the R due

to metal sticking to the die while hot. Genuine.

n -7 O C /. T\
Cj- / JU Bar Cent 5.441 grains. 8.67 sp. gr. The specific gravity is

low. This coin shows no trace of the leg of A crossing over

the S. The right side of the top of the left serif of S touches

the U above. Both of these defects could be caused by wear.

The reverse die break is present. I see nothing else suspicious.

I must therefore call it genuine.

. ^'""Sincerely

,

jah
Ends

.

Eric P. Newman^ J
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AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

May 12, 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman

6450 Cecil Avenue

St. Louis, MO 63105

Dear Mr. Newman:

Regarding the Bar Cent - Nr. E-8253 A and

E-3627-D, it was the same coin, resubmitted by

the owner, possibly to test ANACS again. The

coin was never sold to anyone else in the mean-

time.

It was very nice of you to call it to my

attention though, because I would not have known

about it, having been at ANACS only six month.

Thank you so much for your help and take care.

Sincerely,

,d IA/1

Ingrid K. Smith

IKSmo



AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade

Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

May 12, 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman

6450 Cecil Avenue

St. Louis, MO 63105

CONSULTANT’S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Coin Number Owner's Value

E-0696-E $ 100.00

E-0436-E 2,800.00

E-0440-E 375.00

E-9709-D 500.00

E-9692-D 125.00

E-9579-D 2,000.00

Comments Consultant’s Opinion

Seems to be copper, silver-plated.

31 tlvA.

Total Value $5,900.00

Check enclosed for return postage

Sincerely,

Ingrid K. Smith
ANACS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue ,
St. Louis

,
Missouri 63105

May 19, 1980 %aJUj 3-/^0

registered mail - 4 /<***> - 4V-90
/W-.

* *

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

E-0440-E Auctori Plebis token 8.00 grams. 8.92 sp. gr. Choice

condition. Genuine.

E-0696-E Rosa Americana Id 1723. 7.96 grams. Sp. gr. 8.137. Date

not struck up. Genuine.

E-0436-E 1787 Imnainis Columbia - E Pluribus Unum. Wt. 10.44 grams.

Sp. gr. 7.784. Planchet much too thick. Field is scratched

and rough particularly around letters. Weak detail on devices

and letters. Specific gravity too low. Electro or cast forgery.

E-9579-D Pine Tree 1652 3d Noe 36. 1.14 grams. Sp. gr. 9.92. Genuine.

E-9709-D Pine Tree 1652 12d Noe 29. 4.50 grams. 10.311 sp. gr. Genuine.

E-9692-D London Elephant Token. Thick planchet 15.57 grams. 8.87 sp. gr.

Parts of both obverse and reverse show dipping or plating with

tin or other silvery metal. Also on edge. Genuine but altered

artificially.

The above coins are enclosed herewith.

jah

Ends.
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AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

June 2, 1980

Mr. E.P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

Coin Number

E-1879-E

CONSULTANT'S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Owner's Value Comments Consultant '

s

$ 600.00

Opinion

Jt/fa <&^'1

Total Value $ 600.00

Check enclosed for return postage

Sincerely,

Ingrid K. Smith
ANACS
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AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

June 13, 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

Coin Number

E-2669-E

CONSULTANT'S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Owner's Value

$250.00

Comments

aJq a ^

Consultant's Opinion

Total Value $250.00

Check enclosed for return postage

Sincerely,

Ingrid K. Smith
ANACS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105

June 18 , 1980

4660

Ir-

- y./<*

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Dear Friends:

E-1879-E Virginia ’

3d with period after GEORGIVS. 7.11 grams. Sp. gr.

8.8085. Unc. red. Genuine.

E-2669-E Mass. Small Pine Tree Shilling Noe 22. 4.52 grams. Sp. gr.

10.222523. Reverse substantially off center but obverse

perfectly centered. N in IN weak on obverse. AN in AN DO

very weak on reverse. Genuine.

jah

Ends.



AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

July 9, 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

Coin Number

E-3766-E

CONSULTANT’S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Owner's Value

$ 3,000.00

Comments

nisi, fLlf V, /[

Consultant's Opinion

Total Value $
3,000.00

Check enclosed for return postage $ (&

Sincerely,

Ingrid K. Smith
ANACS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis
,
Missouri 63105

July 17, 1980

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

E-3766-C - 1766 Pitt farthing. Wt. 3.53 grams. Sp. gr. 7.47168 which

are within normal range. This coin has quantities of raised

lumps throughout the field inside the border lettering on

both sides. The field around aid outside the border lettering

is much smoother. The A in THANKS is indistinct and other

letters are weak principally at the lower portions. The face

and hair has lumps. The edge is rough with a small crater

next to RI in FRIENDS and with border beading missing opposite

the T of STAMPS. This coin is cast. Genuine pieces are on

cast planchets causing low specific gravity but are well struck

and have smooth fields. The edge of genuine pieces is cut with

a circular die. Thus the submitted piece cannot be die struck

and is a forgery. It is an old forgery in my opinion.

The coin is enclosed herewith.

jah

Enel.

REGISTERED MAIL 2 3 t 3 ?
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AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

September 15, 1980

Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

Coin Number

E-8908-E

CONSULTANT'S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Owner 's Value Comments Consultant's Opinion

$ 2
, 000.00

Total Value $ 2,000.00

Check enclosed for return postage

Sincerely,

cL
Ingrid K. Smith
ANACS



AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE
818 N. Cascade

Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

October 1 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

Coin Number

E-8280-E

E-8895-E

CONSULTANT'S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Owner's ANACS Grade
Value (preliminary)

$2,000.00 Genuine?

2,000.00 Genuine?

Consultant
Grade Added Information

/i/W / <3^-4 TLi-t

Total Value $ 4,000.00 &
Check enclosed for return postage $

Sincerely,

Tom DeLorey
ANACS



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63205

October 6, 1980

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Dear Friends:

E-8805-E - Oak Tree Shilling Noe 1. Wt. 4.70 grams. Heavily scratched

on both sides to remove oxidation or dirt. Genuine.

E-8280-E - Pine Tree Shilling Noe 2. Wt. 4.55 grams. Sp. gr. 10.2318.

Genuine.

E-8908-E - 1776 Continental Currency Dollar Variety 2-C. 16.03 grams.

On reverse all letters and lines are spread too wide. The

0 of ONE is spread so as to overlap the surrounding circle.

Center of obverse weak. Edge detail weak or missing. Cast

forgery

.

We return the coins herewith.

Sincerely,

V <p-vv.
Eric P. Newman

/YYv

jah

Ends.

REGISTERED MAIL ,4? U; — - •
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AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

October 31, 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

CONSULTANT’S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Coin Number Owner's Value Comments Consul tant ' s Opinion

E-1269-G $ 225.00 P •

Genuine?

Total Value $ 225.00

Check enclosed for return postage

Sincerely,

ANACS



AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

November 12, 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

Coin Number
E-9879-E

E-0191-G

CONSULTANT’S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Owner's Value

$ 500.00

1 , 000.00

Comments Consultant's Opinion

Genuine?

Genuine?
. S

Total Value $ 1,500.00

Check enclosed for return postage

Sincerely,

l

Tom DeLorey
ANACS
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY

J 6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105
,

J9.90

December 8, 1980 ( /Vf

REGISTERED MAIL £ 3*4 b L7 '7

ANACS
818 North Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Gentlemen:

E-0191-G -

E-9879-E -

E-1269-G -

Pine Tree Shilling Noe 27. Wt. 4.53 grams. Sp. gr. 10.197.

The obverse has an unnatural granular area around the ornament

and under the lower right tree limb. The reverse has a strong

central area and very weak letters in the border. To the left

of the left diagonal arm of the A are peculiar depressions, one

across that arm. The field from 7 to 10 o'clock is very mottled

as are other areas. The edge is too smooth, too uniform and too

beveled to be natural. I am not certain, but I feel this is a

cast coin, thus a forgery.

Pine Tree 6d Noe 33. 1.56 grams. 9.93 sp. gr. This coin is

complete and should weigh about 2.20 grams. Its specific gravity

should be 10.3. These deficiencies condemn the coin. The apparent

die break over the right side of the roots is not known. This

lump appears polished as does part of the field. Forgery.

Pine Tree 6d Noe 33. Wt. 2.26 grams. Sp. gr. not measured. This

coin has been either artificially colored or it has been cleaned

crudely in parts. There is a cleaned border around the obverse.

The lower half of the area in the inner circle is cleaned. The

reverse has a black field around 165. The edge is very smooth.

The obverse field is generally very black and the reverse field

mostly natural light tarnish. This difference is strange, but can

come from exposure. I do not find anything wrong with it other

than abuse in modern times. I must, therefore, say it is genuine

but mistreated.

The coins are returned herewith.

jah
Ends.

P.S. I am worried that two Pine Tree 6d of the same variety were submitted at the

same time. I have not been sent one in many years for authentication. This

gives rise to further suspicions.

EPN
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AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade

Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

December 19, 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

Coin Number

E-8416-G

CONSULTANT’S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Owner’s Value Comments Consultant s Opinion

$ 5,000.00 Genuine?

Total Value $ 5,000.00

Check enclosed for return postage

Sincerely,

Tom DeLorey
ANACS



AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION

CERTIFICATION SERVICE

818 N. Cascade
Colorado Springs, Co. 80903

December 22 , 1980

Mr. Eric P. Newman
6450 Cecil Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105

CONSULTANT’S REQUEST

Enclosed are the following coins for your opinions

Coin Number Owner's Value Comments Consultant:'s Opinion

E-6249-G $ 750.00 Genuine? (
-2,4

E-6250-G 750.00 Genuine? T/U+ ( X-A?
Od^ejtt

E-6251-G 750.00 Genuine? Tsui (

E-6252-G 750.00 Genuine? T~l£-Q

E-6532-G 100.00 Genuine?
1

Total Value $ 3,100.00

Check enclosed for return postage

Sincerely,

John
ANACS Director
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